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, the surrounding wind is blowing, and the sky is full of clouds. 

Just when everyone looked at the sky in amazement, the wind stopped, the clouds dissipated, and the 

sun remained. 

Anti-Buddha nothing happened before. 

“Don’t be confused, don’t be surprised, it’s just the way the deity appears.” 

“People like me, who are so cool, naturally play cool.” 

“Ahem, are you all looking at me?” Amelia Su suddenly changed her previous attitude. He stood proudly 

with his hands behind his back, with a hint of arrogance on his beautiful face, but his voice was already 

that of a male: “Simply introduce myself, I… hehe, I am a girl’s friend, the dream of hundreds of millions 

of girls. Lover.” 

“Men, call me Qi Ye, women, you can also call me Big Brother Qi.” 

“However, you have to be pretty to be called Big Brother.” 

Amelia Su’s eyes at this moment were astonishing. Like a head ****, looking back and forth among the 

women . 

Oh dear, bastard George Han, he is really happy, among so many beauties, tsk tsk… 

The more he thinks about it, the more excited he gets, especially after seeing Qin Shuang and Xia Wei, 

he just moved away for a while. Eyes closed. 

If this is a ****, the beauties will naturally be angry, but this is Amelia Su, and they are more puzzled. 

“Amelia Su was possessed by a ghost?” 

“Or a **?” 

Ningyue couldn’t help frowning and whispered, and Qin Shuang, who was relatively indifferent, actually 

answered this question. 

“Cough, cough, pay attention to strict words, pay attention to strict words, this seat is not a ****, this 

seat is just a normal look, a normal look.” 

“For the sake of you two girls so beautiful, this time, Ben I forgive you.” 

How confident this guy is, in fact, how vigilant Ningyue and others are, and even some people have 

quietly started to clench their long swords, and carefully plan to directly surround Amelia Su. 

Seeing that the situation was wrong, Ziqing hurriedly stood up at this time and said anxiously: 

“Everyone, don’t get excited, don’t mess around.” 



“I know that Sister Amelia Su’s current physical condition is indeed… It’s really weird, and it’s hard for 

you all for a while. I understand, but I can’t explain it to you at this meeting. All I can say is that you can 

rest assured that Sister Amelia Su is fine, so I’ll talk to you when Big Brother Han comes back.” 

Ningyue frowned: “Zi Qing , you mean that George Han also knows about this?” 

Ziqing nodded again and again: “That’s right. It can even be said that Sister Amelia Su is like this now, 

that is… He did it. Sister Amelia Su is now. There is just a small talking thing in the body, it’s just… it’s 

that simple.” 

Everyone heard the words and looked at each other. Although they were a little 

confused, they were generally able to understand. 

“It’s not malicious, it’s just that George Han hasn’t come back now, so it can only follow me 

temporarily.” Amelia Su also recovered her voice in time and explained softly. 

Seeing Ziqing’s explanation and Amelia Su’s personal affirmation, everyone slowly let go of their 

vigilance, and Ningyue asked again: “By the way, Amelia Su, then you are suddenly cultivated now…” 

“Hey, it’s Laozi. I taught you.” Amelia Su’s Qi Qiongqi spoke again. 

“How is it, big beauty, are you shocked? Don’t be too surprised, these are all pediatrics, and they 

haven’t really exploded yet.” As soon as the conversation turned, she continued to say, “Brother Huoqi, 

If it sounds nice, hey, Brother Qi might be happy and teach you some real skills.” Ningyue’s 

face was slightly condensed, angry and shocked. 

Naturally, he was angry that this 

guy spoke like a stinker, but he was surprised that this guy really had such a great ability that he could 

actually make Amelia Su advance to this level overnight. 

“Could you be a little bit more restrained, they are all friends of 3000.” Amelia Su couldn’t hear it 

anymore, and complained softly with her mouth open. 

Tian Zhiqiongqi is shameless: “Hey, because they are friends of George Han, so I can teach them so 

generously, otherwise, do you think my skills can be learned by cats and dogs? “ 

Come on, come on, the last chance, beauties, look at your beauty and give you a big reward. Brother Qi, 

who has a good voice, hehe, I will teach you some real skills.” 

This shameless peddler, but obviously everyone is more Treat it as a joke. 

But only one person suddenly stood up: “I call you poor brother, are you really willing to teach?” 

Chapter 3561 

When this voice came, everyone was shocked on the spot. 

After all, who would have thought that someone would actually answer this “scoundrel”. 



And when they thoroughly saw who the person who responded to his words was, a group of people 

were even more shocked. 

If it was an impulsive young lady like Wang Simin, it would be understandable for everyone to be 

surprised. After all, those who can usually respond to such words must be relatively neurotic. 

However, this time, it was not someone like her who responded this time, but Qin Shuang, who was as 

cold as an iceberg and said few words. 

Seeing that Qin Shuang answered, even Ningyue, who has always been prudent, couldn’t help but 

wonder: “Qin Shuang, what are you doing? You… don’t listen to his nonsense.” 

“Yes, Senior Sister Qin Shuang, that person No, it’s something that people and ghosts don’t even know, 

it’s just bragging, what do you care about him.” Shi Yu also 

urged eagerly. 

Fuli also gently pulled Qin Shuang, motioning her to ignore this “madman.” Not to 

mention them, even Tian Zhiqiang was obviously stunned at this time. No one will pay attention to his 

plans under such a joke. 

But where do you know… 

This fishing actually caught the biggest fish… 

Sometimes I’m really not afraid of your dreams, but I’m afraid that you don’t dare to dream… 

“You… you want to learn? You are willing to call me ?” 

Qin Shuang’s complexion was like frost, but she thought that this frost made her already sharp facial 

features even more captivating: “Not bad.” 

“Okay!” Tian Zhiqiongqi also responded abruptly: “Since I said it, I can do it naturally, as long as you dare 

to shout, I will definitely dare to teach.” 

“Qin Shuang, don’t pay attention to him, look at his In this way, it doesn’t seem like he really has any 

ability. 

What to teach you, he just simply wants to take advantage of you.” 

“Yes, that’s right, don’t believe his slander.” 

“You are our iceberg goddess, don’t affect your image for a lecherous person.” 

This time, in addition to Ningyue, even other disciples of the Mysterious People Alliance also voiced their 

persuasion, and the words were even more The impolite sword pointed at Qiongqi. 

Yes, Qin Shuang’s cultivation level has skyrocketed in the recent period of cultivation, and now she can’t 

say how strong she is, but at least she is one of the best masters among all the people who are currently 

in this Heavenly Book World. 

There is absolutely no need for her to lower herself for some joking remarks. 



This is also a scene that most people at the scene do not want to see. 

But only Qin Shuang himself had firm eyes. 

Everyone can think of it, in fact, how could she not think of it? 

It’s just that her idea is very simple. She just wants to become stronger, and she just wants to be the first 

one who can help George Han when he needs help. 

Therefore, she has been cultivating hard, and even sometimes mocking herself in the middle of the 

night. She is George Han’s senior sister, how can she fall behind her little junior brother? 

She is the arrogant daughter of the sky, how can she be better than a “slave”. 

But just now, Amelia Su’s actions turned the world upside down, and even Zi Qing’s call for wind and 

rain was deeply stimulating her. 

She has a very strong sense of crisis. If George Han needs help, she may even become a too backward 

choice. 

Therefore, as long as there is a chance to become stronger, she is willing no matter what. 

Even if it is like letting go of dignity now. 

She could let go of Amelia Su and George Han 

, because they were a match made in heaven, but Qin Shuang also knew that she couldn’t let go of 

George Han. 

The only thing she thought about was to protect them and George Han. 

So, she has to get stronger. 

“Okay, Brother Qi, please teach me.” Qin Shuang finished his words and lowered his head slightly. 

Frost’s face also turned into soft water. 

“Wow!” The 

crowd suddenly burst into an uproar. During George Han’s absence, Qin Shuang has always been cold 

and frosty. 

However, because of the “rogue” who said a few nonsense, she lowered her head and lowered her eyes, 

showing a soft attitude… 

This… 

Ningyue and others were also surprised at the same time, after all, they knew Qin Shuang very well. 

“Okay, come with me!” After the words were finished, “Amelia Su” suddenly grabbed Qin Shuang’s hand 

and flew directly towards the jungle in the distance… 

 


